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A couple's house
is transformed into
a home, thanks to
local artisans
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The Cu lman/lossi home incorporates many diverse elements. Clockwise from
upper left: Aborigina l art pieces, gathered during their travels; ric h wood of the
gracefully curved staircase reflects abundant natural light; comfy pil lows welcome a sitter to a fireside chair in the living room; an oversized carving, salvaged
by Tina 's stepfather in Connecticut, sets the tone for the home's interior.
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It took a village, or in this case a valley, to bring together all the components
Chuck Iossi and Tina Culman desired for
their mid-century/modern, functional,
comfortable Teton Springs house. But for
the newly permanent Teton Valley residents, a second house was never an option. They wanted a home.
After a lifetime of living around the
globe, from Switzerland and Australia
to New York and California, Chuck and
Tina happened upon Teton Valley and
realized they wanted to settle down here,
in the foothills of the mountains with
spectacular trout fishing-Chuck's allconsuming pastime- and where art and
culture abound.
"Most of us come for the mountain,
whatever that means. We come for the
trout or for the skiing or for the hiking,
biking, and so forth," Chuck said about
their decision to plant roots. "Everyone
has their passion that has brought them

to this valley."
Chuck and Tina began visiting Teton Valley in
2008, renting summer homes and scouting potential
opportunities to build on a five-acre parcel of land
they owned. But the financial crisis forced the couple to set their sights on buying rather than building, so they moved into the Mountain Meadows
area of the 780-acre master-planned community of
Teton Springs. In March 2010, a 3,600-square-foot
home, nestled on a three-quarter acre piece of land
on nearby Targhee Trail, became available. It caught
Chuck's eye.
"I walked in and [the house] was not my taste," said
Tina. "It was somebody else's dream and it was not
ours." She remembers the dark paint and heavy curtains that didn't quite match her style, which blends
mid-century and modern. "I didn't quite see the vision. Chuck saw the vision."
With that clear revelation set in Chuck's mind, the
wheels started turning and the couple's Teton Valley home began to come to fruition. One component
quickly became very important to both Chuck and
Tina- to use local artisans to bring their ideas to life.

"I walked in and [the house] was not my
taste," said Tina. "It was somebody else's
dream and it was not ours."
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They engaged WRJ Design Associates, a Jackson- and New York-based design firm, to work on the interior. Firm
principles Rush Jenkins and Klaus Baer
worked with Chuck and Tina from the
beginning of the project to oversee the
design concept, architectural modifications, furnishings, and lighting selections.
Kurt Mitchell, general contractor and
owner of With the Grain Custom Homes,
was quickly hired to do the heavy lifting and transform the existing house.
Work by renowned Victor artist Scott
Christensen hangs throughout, including his painting Deep Lake, the visual
centerpiece for the dining and living
room. Local woodworkers Jim and Sue
Berkenfield (winners of the People's
Choice award at recent Western Design
Conference shows) also created one-of-akind furniture for the house.
"It became really important to us to
have people in the valley help us figure

out how to do this," Tina said.
Not only were the local artisans a huge part of the
process, Chuck and Tina also built lasting friendships
with the team, which helped them grow to become a
part of the community they now call home.
Kurt, a self-proclaimed chocolate addict, said Tina
would always leave him a sweet treat when he worked
on the house; the pieces of chocolate became a longstanding joke and his "second form of payment."
Bringing together varied elements within the walls
of the home was one critical task. Chuck's career in
the publishing industry took him around the globe
before he retired, and Tina loves family heirlooms and
sentimental objects. But just as Chuck and Tina have
blended their passions and lifestyles into an unyielding, strong relationship, they wanted to blend their
eclectic past and unique tastes into the comforts and
functionality of a cohesive home.
"Chuck and Tina have a wonderful collection of
art and artifacts that they have collected from their
travels," Rush said. "They have a great eye for collecting unusual pieces, ranging from African artifacts to
vintage fly rods and reels. Our challenge was how to
make them sing and harmonize within the space."

The designers' task was to seamlessly incorporate existing
artwork owned by 1ina and Chuck, while introducing new pieces
and furnishings. In the dining room, modern steel and leather
chairs nestle next to a traditional dining table, and aboriginal
woodworkings seem right in place next to the Scott Christensen
landscape Deep Lake.
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Contemporary chandeliers blend with the
corrugated rust ceiling, giving the subtle
Idaho-barn feel Tina hoped to accomplish.
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"It was interesting because it wasn't
one person's ideas, and everyone brought
their own taste into the mix," Kurt said.
"It was very neat. Everyone sort of got a
piece in there as far as what they did and
how they did it. My team designed the
fireplace and the new rock fac;:ade, which
was an important part of the living room
design for them."
When first stepping into the home, a
striking wood carving salvaged by Tina's stepfather from their estate house
in Greenwich, Connecticut, sets the
tone. In the nearby living room-where
Chuck says every inch of the space is
well-lived in-warmth and lighting from
contemporary chandeliers blend with
the corrugated rust ceiling, giving the
subtle Idaho-barn feel that Tina hoped
to accomplish.
Reclaimed Idaho barn wood was actually used for additional beams and for custom furniture the Berkenfields designed.
Tina's favorite space, however, is the
master bedroom, surrounded by soft
curtains and floor-to-ceiling windows.
With swiveling chairs looking out onto a
breathtaking view of the Big Hole Moun-

tains, the room is an ideal spot to start the day with
a cup of coffee.
"It is functional and warm; we sit here and we have
this great view, too," Tina said. "It is another 'away
spot' for us."
Rush and Klaus said the living room quickly became one of their favorite rooms because of the elements they were able to modify to increase the space.
"We expanded the foyer wall, added a ceiling, and
strategically designed lighting throughout the interior
so it would create an ambience at night, light their
artwork properly, and focus the eye to the large picture window in the living room, which beautifully
captures the Teton Springs golf course and Big Hole
mountain range to the west," Rush said.
In six months, the house was transformed into
the couple's home. They settled into a Teton Valley
lifestyle complete with fly fishing in Chuck's favorite spots-like any really good local fly fisherman, he
wouldn't reveal locations-and for him, leadership as
board president of the local nonprofit Friends of the
Teton River.
The couple love hosting dinners with friends, and
enjoying all that the mountains have to offer. But, as
Tina said, the processes of fine-tuning their home is
ongoing. Along the way, they will continue to embrace the community members and artisans that
helped them make their dream home a reality. m

Clockwise, from upper left: Vintage fishing reels
hang from horizontal display poles; this Easterninfluenced side table provides close-at-hand
storage; a fur throw and a family-heirloom photo
grace the master bedroom; Chuck and Tina
(front, with family fido Cali), backed by some
locals who helped turn their house into a home:
builder Kurt Mitchell, artist Scott Christensen,
designers Klaus Baer and Rush Jenkins, and
woodworking artisans Jim and Sue Berkenfield.
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